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P. O. Box 2950 
Sun Valley, ill 83353 

March 27, 2003 •APR - 7 2003 ". 
John T. Larkins, Executive Dire)+"« f.) ". 11).1 0.84''1u

ACRS VIOjiii.:JI.il11kt I~ I ,Oil 

~~~gton, DC 20555-000l· ~i;~;;':'fI12l1121:l1~-
SUBJECT: FOULING l I 
I have just received your letter dated March 14, 2003. 

Of course, I did not expect the ACRS to become involved in the processes 
associated with the Petition for Rulemaking. I did expect the ACRS to show 
some interest in the issues involved other than finding out that the situations 
are being handled in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206. 

My request is that you provide the ACRS with the following documents: 

LER-50-458/99-016-00 
U. S. Patent May 28,2002 US 6.396,892 

Your staff may locate these documents and provide these to the ACRS. 

Enclosed is a March 19,2003, Press Release from EPRI that discusses the 
acceptance of fouling as a routine operational occurrence to be dealt with via 
patented technology. The NRC staff as well as the ACRS apparently have 
not been informed of these activities. Certainly, the NRC inspectors have 
not been reported anything. 

Analogies seldom fit precisely, but the ACRS may consider this: On many 
occasions even very experienced aircraft pilots have avoided fatal crashes as 
they flew through icing conditions that they should have bypassed. And the 
more they have gotten away with it, the more they have played the game. Of 
course, there are many flights and therefore fatal crashes from negligence in 
handling icing are commonplace. And as far as I am concerned that is OK. 



But the negligence on the part of almost everybody in dealing with fouling 
of nuclear reactor cores is not OK with me. Fouling can lead to the BIG 
ONE and the risk increases daily as the situation is commonplace. NRC 
does not consider this in any of its avenues. Inspectors ofnuclear power 
plants ignore it because it is apparently beyond their understanding of 
technical specifications. NRC's vast array of computer codes do not 
include the impact of it. NRC research programs such as RBHT at Penn 
State ignore it. The PRA specialists ignore it. Training simulators 
everywhere have no provisions to deal with it. The Safety Goal work of a 
decade or so is just plain wrong in light of the ongoing acceptance of 
fouling as merely an operational inconvenience. 

There is no need for me to appear in person in order to convey these facts. 

Finally, I just telephoned the FlightSafety Academy, (800) 800-1411, and I 
asked if they include icing in their training. The answer, "OF COURSE." 

Robert H. Leyse 
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News Releases 

EPRI's Ultrasonic Fuel Cleaning Process
 
Improves Fuel Utilization and Reduces Dose
 
Rates in Nuclear Plants
 

Palo Alto, Calif. - March 19, 2003 - A new ultrasonic 
nuclear fuel cleaning technology developed by EPRI removes 
deposits from reload fuel, allowing higher fuel utilization and 
reducing worker exposure rates. The process can also lower 
feed fuel costs and holds promise for additional savings 
related to spent fuel inventory. 

Nuclear plant operators can use higher-enrichment fuel 
assemblies and longer burn-up cycles to increase megawatt
hour output from reactor cores. However, extended fuel duty 
can increase the buildup of corrosion-product deposits, 
shifting the power profile toward the bottom of the core in 
the phenomenon known as axial offset anomaly (ADA). 
Severe cases of ADA can require derating of a plant late in 
the fuel cycle to maintain a safe shutdown margin. 

"Removing the corrosion products before reloading the fuel 
can reduce the risk of ADA in the subsequent fuel cycle, and 
the lowered corrosion product deposits will reduce the 
amount of activated material that would otherwise contribute 
to personnel radiation exposure," says EPRI's Paul Frattini, 
who co-invented the process and managed its initial 
development. The EPRI-patented method has been used 
successfully at AmerenUE's Callaway plant and at the South 
Texas Project Unit 2 pressurized-water-reactor plants. 

According to Ameren's Gail Gary, the core at the Callaway 
plant remained free of ADA throughout the fuel cycle for the 
first time in the eight most recent cycles after one fuel cycle 
in which all reload fuel was ultrasonically cleaned. 

http://www.epri.com!corporate/discover_epri/news12003releases/031903_fuelclean. html 3/27/03 
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"We are including the EPRI fuel cleaning process in an 
aggressive program of AOA mitigation," Gary said. "We 
expect to be able to eliminate a 4°F average core 
temperature reduction imposed earlier as a precaution to 
minimize AOA." Each degree of recovered core temperature 
restores approximately 4.5 MW of generating capacity over a 
fuel cycle. 

While AOA has not been a problem for the South Texas 
Project, the utility purchased ultrasonic fuel cleaners for each 
of its two units as a proactive measure for corrosion product 
control after replacing steam generators and uprating both 
units. All reload fuel for the Unit 2 reactor was cleaned in 
October 2002. Reload fuel for Unit 1 will be cleaned in April 
2003. STP calculates that the fuel cleaning will allow higher 
fuel utilization and achieve the benefits of lowered worker 
dose rates. 

"STP will save over $1 million per core in fuel costs because 
each core can be loaded with four fewer feed assemblies," 
said Dave Hoppes, STP fuel engineering supervisor. Hoppes 
projects an added savings of $250,000 per cycle in present
value dollars as a result of reduced spent fuel inventory and 
related handling, storage, and disposal costs. He adds that 
preliminary results promise reduced in-plant radiation levels, 
producing significant additional long-term dollar benefits. 

For more information on the ultrasonic fuel cleaning process, 
contact Paul Frattini, at 650-855-2027 or pfrattin@eprLcom. 

EPRI, headquartered in Palo Alto, Calif., was established in 
1973 as a non-profit center for public interest energy and 
environmental research. EPRI's collaborative science and 
technology development program now spans nearly every 
area of power generation, delivery and use. More than 1,000 
energy organizations and public institutions in 40 countries 
draw on EPRI's global network of technical and business 
expertise. 

Contact 
Christine Hopf-Lovette, EPRI 
Tel: 650-855-2733 
Email: chopf@eprLcom 

EPRI. Electrifying the World 

_epri/news/2003releases/031903_fuelclean.html 3/27/03http://www.epri.com!corporate/discover
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P. O. Box 2850� 
Sun Valley, ID 83353� 

March 31, 2003 

John T. Larkins, Executive Director 
ACRS 
USNRC 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

SUBJECT:� FOULING AND UTRASONIC CLEANING SHOULD� 
BE STUDIED BY ACRS� 

Enclosed are several documents that should be studied by ACRS. I am not 
requesting to make a presentation to the ACRS. What I am requesting is that 
the ACRS hear presentations by the inventors that are listed on the enclosed 
patent. It would also be appropriate for the ACRS to hear presentations from 
the power reactor licensees that are in the other attachments; the LER and the 
EPRI Press Release. The ACRS may also choose to review its Fuels 
Subcommittee transcript of April 23-24, 1998. It may be necessary to consider 
these matters in meetings that are at least partially closed so that ACRS may 
collect all of the facts. 

The following admonishment of the ACRS by a nuclear industry representative 
is from the transcript of the Reactor Fuels Subcommittee of the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) of the United States Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, Apri123 and 24, 1998. "And as long as we stay 
within the tech spec, the operational limit, there shouldn't be any safety 
concern. I think experience has shown that has been the case. So, you 
know, it is really -- it is great to be on top of things. But some of those 
issues like AOA, they are really not safety issues, they are operational 
issues." 

It turns out that at the same time that ACRS was thus being misled, heavy 
deposition of crud was underway at the River Bend Station during its Cycle 7. 
See Licensee Event Report 50-458/99-016-00 (enclosed). It is significant that 
Licensee Event Report 50-458/99-016-00 was filed voluntarily and was not 
submitted in a timely manner. It is also incomplete. The flavor of the LER is 
that, " ... they are really not safety issues." 



... ~ 

Moving to the matter of employing ultrasonic energy to remove deposits from 
nuclear fuel elements, the ACRS is directed to United States Patent Number 
US 6,396,892 BI that was filed as Application Number 091545,354 on April 7, 
2000 (enclosed). Now with that filing date, it is likely that there was a 
substantial amount of related R&D taking place at operating nuclear power 
reactor sites. This document is worthy of review by the ACRS since EPRI is 
the owner of the patent and the patent is not unwarranted. (Patents are not 
issued if they are explicitly unwarranted. In contrast, the recent EPRI report on 
the impact of burnup on RIA's is explicitly unwarranted). 

Further disclosure of AOA and the use of ultrasonic energy to remove deposits 
from nuclear fuel elements is in EPRI News Release dated March 19,2003. 
(enclosed. The second set has a photograph of the ultrasonic cleaning 
assembly.) The press release reveals that for the seven of the most recent eight 
cycles, AmerenUE's Calloway plant has been plagued by AOA. The patented 
EPRI process was employed prior to a recent cycle that had no AOA. As is 
clear from the press release, EPRI is promoting the application of this 
equipment (and what is not explicit is that EPRI is thus promoting the 
acceptance of fouling. "But some of those issues like AOA, they are really 
not safety issues, they are operational issues." ) 

In repetition of my opening request, ACRS should hear testimony from the 
inventors and users of the equipment for ultrasonic fuel cleaning. ACRS 
should also learn about the River Bend experience. I live comfortably distant 
from a power reactor near Richland, WN that is similar to River Bend. But 
Sun Valley is too close to escape potential evacuees. 

tf'~ 
Robert H. Leyse 

e-mail copies without attachments: 
Chainnan@nrc.gov 
MNORVIL@entergy.com%20CNORVILLE,MYRA) 
dmodeen@epri.com 
Graham.B. Wallis@Dartmouth.edu 
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Entergy Operations, Inc. 
River Bend Station 
5485 U.S. Highway 61 
p. 0 Box 220 
SI. Francisville, LA 70775 

•-=-Entergy• Tel 225 336 6225 
Fax 225 635 5068 

Rick J. King
Director 
Nuclear Safety Assurance 

March 1, 2000 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

Subject: River Bend Station - Unit 1 
Docket No. 50-458 
License No. NPF-47 
Licensee Event Report 50-458/99-016-00 

File Nos. G9.5, G9.25.1.3 

RBG-45275 
RBF1-00-0030 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Enclosed is the subject Licensee Event Report. The report is being filed voluntarily, 
due to the potential generic applicability of this condition. No commitments are 
identified in this report. 

Sincerely,

!3L()..�
RJ~dhw ~ ~
 
Attachment 
Enclosure 



Licensee Event Report 50-458/99-016-00 
March 1, 2000 
RBG-45275 
RBF1-00-0030 
Page 2 of2 

cc:� U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region IV 
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400 
Arlington, TX 76011 

NRC Sr. Resident Inspector 
P. O. Box 1050� 
St. Francisville, LA 70775� 

INPO Records Center� 
E-Mail� 

Mr. Jim Calloway� 
Public Utility Commission of Texas� 
1701 N. Congress Ave.� 
Austin, TX 78711-3326� 

Mr. Prosanta Chowdhury� 
Program Manager - Surveillance Division� 
Louisiana DEQ� 
Office of Radiological Emergency Planning & Response� 
P. O. Box 82215� 
Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2215� 

.q. 
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ABSTRACT (limit to 1400 spaces. i.e.• approximatelv 15 single-spaced typewritten lines) (16) 

On April 20, 1999, with the plant in Mode 5 for a refueling outage. plant personnel documented an unusually heavy 
deposition of crud on fuel bundles (*AC*) removed following the preceding operating cycle (Cycle 8). A root cause 4 
investigation was performed. The information gathered and conclusions reached during the root cause process 
are of such relevance to the industry and the NRC that a voluntary report was deemed appropriate. 

An exact root cause was not identified. but the investigation indicates that multiple factors contributed to an 
accelerated corrosion of the fuel cladding in the highest-powered fuel bundles during Cycle 8. The heaviest 
deposition was discovered on the first-cycle fuel. Corrective actions were developed through River Bend's root 
cause analysis process, and these will aid in preventing recurrence of the crud deposition which induced the 
corrosion by thermally insulating the fuel rods. 

Safety significance was evaluated for the increased crud level and for the clad perforations. The significance of the 
perforations was low, since they are considered in the licensing basis. Significance of the elevated crud level was 
determined to be acceptable through a process which included engineering judgement, combined with analyses of 
various plant conditions. 

NRC FORM 366 (6-199B) 
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REPORTED CONDITION 

On April 20, 1999, with the plant in Mode 5 for a refueling outage, plant personnel documented an unusually 
heavy deposition of crud on fuel bundles (*AC*) removed following the preceding operating cycle (Cycle 8). 
(Crud is a colloquial term for corrosion and wear products, e.g., rust particles, that become activated when 
exposed to radiation.) A root cause investigation did not reveal that the higher-than-normal crud levels existing 
at River Bend Station (RBS) warranted a report pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72 or 10 CFR 50.73. The information 
gathered and conclusions reached dUring the root cause process, however, are of sufficient relevance to the 
industry and the NRC that a voluntary report was deemed appropriate. Therefore, Entergy Operations, Inc. 
(EOI), is submitting a voluntary event report to document the thermally induced accelerated corrosion 
phenomenon discovered at RBS. 

BACKGROUND 

On September 18, 1998, a fuel element cladding defect was indicated by offgas (*WF*) chemistry sample data. 
Operations personnel requested the sample after noting an offgas pretreatment alarm (*RA*) during control rod 
drive (*AA*) operability testing. Immediate actions included re-sampling to verify results, informing plant 
management, and increasing the sampling frequency to once per day. Actions were taken in accordance with 
procedure ADM-0084, -Fuel Integrity Monitoring Program and Failed Fuel Action Plan: Operations personnel 
also verified that the thermal limits remained within the plant Technical Specifications 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.3.3. A 
report was issued, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(vi), when the State of Louisiana was notified of the indication. 

Additional fuel element cladding defects were indicated during the remainder of the operating cycle. These 
additional fuel element cladding defects were indicated by increases in the offgas activity and the guidance of 
ADM-0084 was followed. Reports were issued, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(vi), when the State of Louisiana 
was notified of the indications. Reactor power in the vicinity of the indicated defects was suppressed through 
control rod (*AC*) insertion, and this successfully mitigated the actiVity release consequences of the defects. 
Power operation continued until April 3, 1999, when RBS shutdown for refueling outage no. 8 (RF-8). 

The bundles suspected to have experienced fuel clad perforations were those first-cycle bundles loaded into the 
reactor core for the previous Cycle 8 operation. These first cycle bundles were manufactured with a serial 
number which included the designation HGE. Visual inspection and telescopic sipping of the bundles dUring the 
refueling outage confirmed that all of the perforations did occur in a total of seven HGE fuel bundles. 

Upon initial visual examination of selected fuel bundles with potential fuel cladding defects, the fuel inspectors 
noticed an unusually heavy deposition of crud on the fuel pins. Following the identification of the crud buildup, a 
multidiscipline team was instituted to determine the relationship of this material to the fuel element cladding 
defects. Additional fuel bundles were selected for examination, and other actions were initiated to address the 
issues. 
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INVESTIGATION 

Fuel inspection was conducted at RBS during RF-8 to determine the cause and extent of the fuel cladding 
defects, and to determine the population of fuel bundles acceptable for use in the next cycle. Inspections 
included not only HGE fuel (i.e., first-burned fuel), but also GGE (twice burned) and YJ8 (thrice burned) fuel in 
the reactor (*RCT*) during Cycle 8. Bundles that were not operated in the core during this cycle were inspected 
to establish a baseline for the observations. Bundles from Cycle 6 and Cycle 7 at RBS were inspected. 
Inspection data were also obtained for bundles that operated in similar plants that have operated with high 
feedwater iron concentrations. 

The following are observations specific to the HGE bundles, which were the only bundles that experienced 
cladding perforations. 

•� The perforations were due to cladding corrosion, which appears to be related to the thermal effects of high 
crud loading. Limited spalling patterns were observed on the highest power rods. 

•� The rods with perforations had heavy crud with clumpy formations. 

•� The perforations were at about the 50" elevation on the rods. 

•� The perforations were in HGE (first-burned) fuel. 

•� The affected HGE bundles had Linear Heat Generation Rates (LHGR) at the 50· level that were in the top 
3% of the entire core power levels during the first control rod sequence of Cycle 8 operation. 

•� All but one of the affected bundles had a shallow control blade adjacent to the bundle during the first control 
rod sequence. 

•� The bundles with perforations were in the high-powered core ring. 

In determining causal factors for the observations noted above, various facets were investigated. The 
investigation is divided into two sections: an investigation of the crud itself; and an investigation of the 
differences in operational parameters between Cycle 7, which had no clad defects, and Cycle 8, which had 
mUltiple clad defects. 

Crud 

The amount of crud observed during the fuel inspections was higher than normal. The observed iron deposits 
are the result of the input from the feedwater stream combined with a chemistry excursion which occurred during 
startup from RF-7. The chemistry excursion manifested itself as a conductivity excursion that began at the point 
of heater drain {*SM*} pumped-forward operation and persisted for approximately three weeks (10/23/97 to 
11/15/97). The conductivity excursion, which qualitatively accounts for the balance of the iron noted on the fuel, 
beyond that accounted for in the feedwater stream, is believed to have contributed to the onset of the cladding 
corrosion condition. At the time of the excursion, there was no reason to suspect it would affect crud deposition 
on the fuel. 

In response to this condition, the investigation included an examination of locations that might contain an 
inventory of iron oxides available for future release. These areas included the main condenser (*SG*) and the 
condensate storage tank (*KA*) by direct visual and sampling, and the reactor vessel by running the reactor 
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water cleanup (RWCU) (*CE*) loop aligned to the bottom head, where no flow restriction was noted. Only the 
condenser exhibited any significant inventory of iron oxides and copper, which was removed during RF-8. Flow 
accelerated corrosion (FAC) program results did not indicate unusual wear that could account for the level of 
iron found in the vessel. 

Chemistry analysis history was reviewed for any significant anomalies that could have caused either the crud 
deposition, or the accelerated corrosion. The one extended period of a conductivity spike, with a gradual return 
to normal over a three-week period early in the cycle, was unusual. The review indicates that plant parameters 
were within the EPRI guidelines for operation of the plant. 

The potential for a chemical intrusion (as a direct corrosive agent) was also considered. Data for plant chemistry 
during RF-7, including the residual heat removal (RHR) (*60*) chemical cleaning conducted for the first time 
during the outage, and the forced outage in April 1998 were reviewed. No evidence of a significant chemical 
intrusion thought to be capable of affecting the core was identified. 

Cycle Differences 

A synergy among various parameters related to plant chemistry and core operation is required, in conjunction 
with the iron deposits, to adequately explain the corrosion phenomenon. A review of parameters that changed 
in any significant way between Cycle 7 and Cycle 8 was performed. 

•� The amount of iron input to the reactor vessel increased by -70% in Cycle 8, versus Cycle 7, due in part to 
the removal of low cross-linked resins from service in the condensate demineralizers (*SF-). This removal 
was done because of sulfate bleed-through associated with this particular resin type. An iron oxide crud 
layer on the fuel provides a means to concentrate soluble elements such as copper. 

•� The amount of copper input to the reactor vessel increased by -30% in Cycle 8 versus Cycle 7, again due to 
the removal of low cross-linked resins from service in the condensate demineralizers. An additional source 
of increasing copper is the "blinding" effect of higher iron on the demineralizers copper removal efficiency. 
Copper has been previously implicated as an agent of local cladding corrosion in the BWR fleet. Analysis of 
the crud layers indicated that copper had concentrated in the crud layer adjacent to the cladding. 

•� Zinc was injected into the feedwater system in significant quantities for the first time in Cycle 8. However, 
the amount of zinc injected and ultimately deposited on the fuel was unremarkable, as compared to the 6WR 
fleet experience. There is no known corrosion or corrosive agent concentration mechanism associated with 
zinc injection. This is not believed to be a factor in the crud formation. 

•� The plant operated in the Maximum Extended Load Line Limit Analysis (MELLLA) domain for the first time 
following RF-7. While this allowed plant operation at lower overall core flows, the locations of the fuel 
failures were not the locations of lowest flow. The failure locations show a strong correlation to peak nodal 
powers (as expected for a duty-related failure mechanism such as corrosion), but do not show such a 
correlation to low bundle flow. The lower flows due to MELLLA would only be a minor aggravating factor for 
crud deposition. Bundle inspections at other 6WRs with high feedwater iron concentrations and MELLLA 
operation do not indicate any significant increases in crud levels due to MELLLA operation. 
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ROOT CAUSE 

Absent a single event or clear indication of a cause, it is concluded that an early cycle event, indicated by the 
prolonged early-in-cycle conductivity transient, combined with higher iron and copper levels, resulted in an 
unusual crud deposition that initiated the process which led to accelerated cladding localized corrosion-induced 
perforations. None of the individual factors, alone, have caused the corrosion phenomenon at plants in the past, 
as evidenced by a review of operating experience. 

The higher input of iron and copper during the operating cycle, with a chemistry excursion early in the operating 
cycle, produced the unusual crud deposition and composition observed during the visual inspections. The 
concentration of copper in the crud layer provides an attack mechanism to foster the observed corrosion. It is 
significant to note that the crud deposition peaked at approximately the 50· level, which is where the primary 
clad perforations also occurred. The 50" level corresponds to the power peak for the first (A2) rod sequence in 
six of the seven perforation locations.� The early-cycle conductivity increase occurred during the A2 rod 
sequence. 

It is a well known relationship that Zircaloy corrosion increases with increasing clad temperature. It is not 
unexpected to find that the corrosion occurred in the highest-powered regions of the core. The formation of a 
Zircaloy oxide layer is dependent on temperature. As the crud loading on the fuel became heavier, it increased 
thermal resistance and raised clad temperature, which resulted in increased clad oxidation. The presence of 
high copper concentrations under these conditions tends to aggravate the situation. Soluble copper will 
concentrate in the oxide layers adjacent to the fuel rod. Differences in copper oxide growth and Zircaloy oxide 
growth can result in a higher insulating effect. The increased oxidation thickness results in increased thermal 
resistance. This becomes an autocatalytic process, which proceeds until the combination of higher temperature, 
crud, and copper result in clad perforation. 

This process resulted in perforation only for the highest-powered bundles (the HGE batch). Measured Zircaloy 
oxide thickness on high power unfailed HGE bundles was up to 6-mils at the 50· level, where the cladding 
perforations occurred. By contrast, the lower power GGE bundles (initially inserted for Cycle 7) experienced fuel 
oxide layers of typically only 1 mil, which is in the normal range. This demonstrates that without power to drive ~ 

the oxidation process, the crud deposition does not result in a higher thickness of Zircaloy oxide. The GGE 
bundles did not experience fuel perforations. 

It is therefore concluded that the elevated crud and the corrosion were likely due to a combination of various 
plant chemistry and operating characteristics that changed substantially from Cycle 7 to Cycle 8. The corrosion 
mechanism is likely due to the presence of contributing agents (primarily copper) within the crud on the higher
powered bundles. Absent any of these factors, the corrosion would likely not have been experienced to the 
degree observed. 

CORRECTIVE AC"nONS 

The root cause analysis report for this condition identifies corrective actions being taken at River Bend 
Station to address the issues. These include immediate actions taken for the startup and operation of the 
reactor for Cycle 9, and long term actions to be completed throughout the operating cycle and the 
subsequent refueling outage. These actions are being tracked in the RBS corrective action program. 
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SAFETY EVALUATION 

Effects of Fuel Cladding Defects 

The safety significance of the fuel cladding defects that resulted in fuel failure is low. Continuous monitoring of 
the reactor coolant system offgas provides early indication of the problem, allowing time to take the appropriate 
actions to monitor and mitigate the activity release consequences of the perforations. The plant's licensing basis 
and safety analysis assumes that fuel cladding defects can occur during normal operation. Even with the fuel 
cladding defects experienced during Cycle 8, the plant continued to operate within the bounds of its Operating 
License, including the Technical Specifications, and its licensing basis, including the Updated Safety Analysis 
Report (USAR). Together, these documents contain NRC-approved limitations for operating parameters such 
as reactor coolant system activity, gaseous radioactive effluents, and occupational radiation exposure. These 
limitations provide defense-in-depth protection for the public health and safety. Fuel cladding failure is not an 
unanticipated condition, but rather is an integral part of the licensing basis of RBS. Fuel cladding defects are 
acceptable to the extent that they do not jeopardize radiation protection limits established in the plant Technical 
Specifications and other licensing basis documents. 

Effects of Crud 

The safety significance of the effect of the elevated crud on Cycle 8 operation was evaluated. The results, as 
summarized below, demonstrate, based on previously performed analyses and engineering jUdgment, that the 
safety significance of the elevated crud levels is acceptable. 

•� The Thermal-Mechanical evaluation is intended to provide protection to thermal mechanical limits, such as 
cladding strain. Increased crud on HGE would accelerate the cladding oxidation process. An assessment of 
the number of ·failedD fuel rods (based on exceeding LHGR limits derived from the thermal mechanical limits) 
indicates that the dose consequences would represent only a small fraction of 1OCFR1 00 limits, and 
therefore the River Bend Cycle 8 condition was of acceptable safety significance. 

•� Given the inherent conservatism in the Safety Limit Minimum Critical Power Ratio (SLMCPR) process and 
the fact that suppression rods were required during the Cycle 8 operation, it is concluded that the SLMCPR 
would remain valid for operation in Cycle 8 under the assumed elevated crud conditions. 

•� The evaluation of operational transients concluded that the Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) operating 
limits that were established for Cycle 8 operation would not ensure that at least 99.9% of the rods in the core 
would avoid boiling transition for an abnormal operational occurrence. However, an assessment of the 
number of "failed" fuel rods indicates that the dose consequences would represent only a small fraction of 
10CFR100 limits. Therefore, the River Bend Cycle 8 condition was of acceptable safety significance. 

•� The peak clad temperature (PCT) for HGE fuel was calculated to have been 1700°F or less. This still 
demonstrates substantial margin to the 10CFR50.46 PCT limit of 2200°F. Note that excluding the oxide 
buildup during steady state operation, the peak local clad oxidation due to LOCA would remain well below 
the 17% requirement of 10 CFR 50.46, as there would have been no appreciable change in the percent of 
clad participating in the Metal-Water Reaction under LOCA conditions. 
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Other analyses such as nuclear reactivity, over-pressure protection, and stability remain unaffected by the 
elevated crud. 

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCE EVALUATION 

Previous Fuel Cladding Defects at RBS 

Previous fuel clad defects and perforations at River Bend were reviewed. No previous occurrences were 
applicable to the RF-8 fuel conditions, since the previous occurrences did not exhibit the heavy crud and the 
thermally induced accelerated corrosion. 

Related Defects (Caused by Corrosion) at Other Facilities 

No previous occurrences were found at other facilities that were similar to th occurrence at RBS. In the NRC's 
Safety Evaluation Report (SER) (NUREG-0989) for RBS, external corrosion and crud buildup on the waterside 01 
the fuel was discussed. The NRC notes that in the late 1970s and early 1980s, certain of these types of 
perforations were referred to as "crud-induced local corrosion (CILC) failures.· A contributor to CILC was an 
unusual composition of metallic crud. The NRC further notes that the corrosion was reportedly associated with a 
variably high copper concentration in the core coolant water and a minor anomaly in the Zircaloy cladding 
metallurgy, although both the water chemistry and cladding metallurgy were within allowable specifications. Crud 
deposits, aside from the CILC phenomenon, were expected even with improvements in newer plants such as 
RBS. Unlike the classic CILC, and even though a crud layer existed with high copper concentration, corrosion 
levels were driven more by crud thickness rather than corrosion caused by local cladding conditions. 

Note: The Energy Industry Identification System (EllS) component/system number is indicated by a parenthesis 
after the affected component/system. (Example: (*XX*)) 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

An apparatus for cleaning an irradiated nuclear fuel assem
bly Lxludes a !lousing adapted to engage a nuclear fuel 
assembly. A set of ultrasonic transduccrs is positioned on l!le 
!lousing to supply radially emanating omnidirectional ultra
sonic energy to remove deposits from the nuclear fuel 
assembly. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR� 
ULTRASONICALLY CLEANING� 

IRRADIATED NUCLEAR FUEL ASSEMBLIES� 

This applicatiuII claims priority to the provisiunal patent 
application entitled, "Apparatu>i and Method for UJtra~ni
cally Cleaning Irradiated Nuclear Fuel Assemblies", Ser. 
No. 60/128,391, tiled Apr. 8, 1999. 

BRIEI' DESCRIPTION or TIlE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally 10 the maintenance of 
nuclear power plants. More particularly, this invention 
relates to a technique for ultrasonically cleaning irradiated 
nuclear fuel assemblies of nuclear power plants. 

BACKGROUND OF TIlE INVENTIO:'>l 

During operation of a nuclear power reactor, impurities 
and product." of the reactor coolant an: deposited on nuclear 
fuel ass.:mblies. These deposits can impact operation and 
maintenance of nuclear power plant.,; in a numbcr uf ways; 
for example, (a) their neutronic properties can adversely 
affect the nuclear performance of the reactor; (b) theIr 
thermal resistance can cause elevated surface temper:llure on 
the fuel rods that may lead to material failure in the rod; (c) 
their radioactive decay results in work radiation exposure 
when they :trt: redistributed throughout the reactor coolant 
system, in parricu lar during power tr:msients; (d) they cnm
plicate thorough inspection of irradiated nuclear fuel a.ssc:m· 
blies by both visual and eddy L'Urrcnt methods; (e) deposits 
released from fuel rods tend to reduce visibility in the spent 
fuel pool. slgmficantly debYlOg other work in the fuel pool 
during refueling outages; (f) once reloaded into the reactor 
on assemblies that will be irradiated a second or third time, 
they form an inventory of material that can be redistributed 
onto new fud assemblies in a detrimental manner. CurrentlY 
methods to efficiently and cost-effectively remove sue.:"!; 
deposits from irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies are lacking 
other than slow, manual techniques. 

Recently, axial offiiet anomaly (ADA) has been reported 
in pressurized water reactors (PWRs). AOA is a phenom
enon in which deposit.. form on the fuel rod cladding due to 
the combination of local thermal-hydraulic conditions and 
primary-side fluid impurities characteristic of the reactor and 
the primary system. 'These deposits act as .l poison to the 
nuclear reaction and cause an abnormal power distribution 
along the axis of the core, reducing available margin under 
certain operating conditions. AOA has forced some power 
plants to reduce the reactor power level for extended peri
ods. 

The problem ofAOAhas necessitated the development of 
an efficient, cost-effective mechanism for removing P\VR 
fuel deposits. Such a mechanism is also desirable to reduce 
total deposit inventory to lower dose: rates for plant 
personnel. to improve fuel inspectability, to prepare fuc:l fur 
long-term dry storage, and to facilitate the collection of crud 
samples for analysis. 

Several approaches have been proposed to remove PWR 
fuel deposits. One method is to chemically clean assemhlies 
in situ in the reactor, or after being removed to a separate 
cleaning celI.lbere are several problems with this approach. 
including cost, potential for corrosion by the cleaning 
chemicals, and the difficulty of disposing of the resultant 
highly contaminated chemicals. Perhaps the greatest short
coming of this chemical approach is that it is time 
consuming, requiring several hours to clean a single fuel 
assembly. 

2 
Another approach being pursued is circulation of ice chips 

in a cleaning cell where the flow of ice past tbe: fuel rods 
would gently remove deposils. There are concerns with this 
approach, including cleaning effectiveness, the difficulty of 
driving icc chips through certain fuel support structures, the 
need to create large volumes of ice chips, the effect of low 
temperatures on the structural integrity of the fuel rods, and 
the dilution t)f Boron in the spent fuel pool. 

In the past, individual fuel rods and fuel channels have 
III� been cleaned by conventional ultrasonics during the manu

facrunng process. However, conventional ultrasonics would 
not be very effective in cleaning large bundles of fuel rods 
in irradiated fuel assemblies due [0 the low power density 
per unit volume that can be produced. Furthermore. the 

15� conventional ultrasonic cleaning transducers are large amI 
therefore difficult III implement in a lypical plant fuel pool 

In view of the foregoing, it would be highly desirable to 
provide a tirne-efficient, effective, low-cost technique to 
remove deposits from irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies. 

:0 SUMMARY OF THE INVEt.lION 

The invention indudes an ,\pparalUs for cleaning an 
irradiated nuclear fuel assembly. The apparatus includes a 

~5	 housing to engage a nuclear fuel as.<;cmhty. A set of ultra
sonic trall.~ducers is positioned on the housing [0 supply 
radially emanating omnidirectional ultrasonic energy to 
remove deposits from the nuclear fuel assembly. 

The method of the invention is directed toward cleaning 
.\ll� an irradiated nuclear fuel assemhly. The mcthod includes thc 

step of positioning a nuclear fuel assemhly adjacent to a 
housing. Radially emanating omnidirectional ultrasomc 
energy is then supplied from transducers positioned on the 
housing to the nuclear fuel assembly to remove deposits 
from the nuclear fuel assemhly. 

35 
BRIEf DESCRIPTION Of TIlE DRAWINGS 

For a better understanding of the invention. reference 
should be: made to the following detailed description taken 

~I) in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FJG. 1 is a front view of an ultrasonic cJeaniug apparahls 

con:r.tructed in accordance with an embodiment of the inven
tion. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an ullrasonic transducer used in accor
45 dance with an emhudiment of the invention to produce 

radiaUy emanating omnidirectional energy. 
FIG. 3 is a side view of the ultrasonic cleaning apparatus 

of AG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the ultrasonic cleaning apparatus ,n of FIG. 1 with a nuclear fuel assembly positioned inside it. 
FIG. 5 illustrates the ultrasoDlc cleaning apparatus of HG. 

1 and associated pump and filtration equipment used in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIGS. 6(a~(c) illustrates the process of positioning a 
55 

fuel assembly within the housing of the invention. 
FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of the invention using 

diagonally positioned ultrasonic transducers. 
FIGS. 8(a)-8(b) illustrate a mobile ultrasonic cleaning 

apparatu.~ in accordance with an emoodiment of the inven60 
tion. 

FIG. 9 illustrates the ultrasonic deaning apparatus of the 
invention with an integral pump and filtration system. 

FIGS. 10-12 illustrate an ultrasonic cleaning apparatus 
65 for use in connection with Roiling Water Reactors. 

Like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts 
throughout the drawings. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TIlE The invention has been implemented using PUSH-PULL 
INVENTION transducers sold by Martin Walter Ullraschalltechnik, 

GMBH, Staubenhardl, Cn:rrnany, The.o;t: tran-;ducers areFIG. 1 is a front view of an ultrasonic cleaning apparatus 
described in U.S. Pat. 5,200,666, which is incorporated by20 constrm:kd in accordance with an embodiment of the 

" invention. The apparatus 20 includes ultrasonic transducers 
22 mounted on a housing 24. A guide 28 is positioned at the 
top of the housing 24. A nuclear fuel assembly (not shown 
in� HG. 1) is passed through the guide 28 and into the 
housing 24. Once the nuclear fuel assembly is positioned 
within the housing 24, it is cleaned through the application 
of ultrasonic energy from the ultrasonic transducers 22, as 
discussed further below. 

Assembly reaction supports 26 may be used to mount the 
housing 24 to a wall of a cleaning pool. Alternately, the 
housing 24 may be supported by a crane or hoist. FIG. 1 also 
illustrales filtration piping 32 and an emergency cooling hole 
30, for use in the event thaI rhe filtration svstem fails The 
enu:rgen<.:y <.:ooling hole 30 provides suffi~iellt decav heat 
removal from the fuel channel through natural <.:onveciion in 
the event of equipment failure (e.g., loss of pumps). Filtra
tion piping 32 is used to send water laden with removed 
deposits to a filtration unit, as discussed below. 

The tranliducers 22 may he mounted on tranliducer mount
ing plates 34. The transducer mounting plates 34 are uscd to 
conneet the transducer.; 22 to the housing 24 Transducer 
spacers 36 are used to mount the transducers 22 to the 
mounung plates 34 in the proper position. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a transducer 22 used in accordance with 
the invention. The transducer 22 includes a first piezoelectric 
transducer or stack of transducers 40 and a second piezo
electnc transducer or stack oi transducers 42 mounted on 
opposite sides of a rod 44. The transducers 40 and 42 receive 
controlling signals llVer line 46. TIlt: conJigur;tlion of the 
tralL';c!ucer 22 prouuces radial pressure waves emanating 
from the rod 44 in all directions. Thus, the radially emanal
ing pressure waves arc referred to as omnidirectional. 

The omnidirectional pre~'\ure waves utilized in accor
dance with the invention stand in contrast to conventional 
ultrasonic transducers that produce um-directional pressure 
waves in the liqUid ill which tbey vibrate. The unidirectional 
wavefronts are nominally planar, being produced bv the 
motion of a planar structure, like the wall or boltom ~f an 
ultrasonic bath, to which the transducer is attached. The 
transmilted energy dissipates· as il encounters physical 
obj~(.1S. Thus, in the case of fuel rods of a fuel assembly, il 
IS difficult to usc conventional ultrasonics. since it is difficult 
to drive the ultrasonic energy all the way into the center of 
the fuel assembly. The required energy to accomplish this is 
excessive and could possibly cause damage to the fuel. 

The transducers 22 of the invention produce omnidirec
tional pressure waves, 'The wavefronts arc produced by the 
phase-locked motion of the two piezoelectric transducers 40 
and 42. Cylindrically produced pressure waves spaced such 
that, their node structure along the bar axis is approximately 
equtvalent to the fuel rod spacing or a multiple of the fuel 
rod spacing can more easily penetralt: the rows of fuel rods. 
Therefore, cleaning of the interior rods witbin the fuel 
bundle can be accomplished with much lower energy input 
than would be required if such interior cleaning were to be 
obtained using ronvcntional ultrasonics. In other words, tbe 
transducers, the offset positioning, and their retlectors oper
ate to produce a space-filling energy field that has sufficient 
energy in tbe fuel assembly interior to clean the deposits 
from the most highly screened fuel rod quickly, Without 
transmitting so much energy to a fuel rod that cladding 
motion physically damages fud pdlels. 

reference herein. Ultrasonic frequencies between 20 kHz 
and 30 kHz and transducer power between 1.000 and 1,500 
Walts have proven successful. This has produced an energy 
density between 20-30 Watts/gallon, which is a particularly 
effective energy density to remove deposits from an irradi

10� ated fuel assembly. This energy density is believed to be 
significaDlly lower than the energy density realized during 
the use "f conventional uhra'\onic transdUl.:ers. 

Other transducers that may be used to produce radially 
emanating omnidirectional energy in accordance with the 

15� invention include leb;onic radiator (tube) transducers and 
soaotrode transducers (wilh J transducer Oil a single:: side of 
a rod). 

In one embodiment, the transducer body 44 is formed of 
titanium and stainless steel endcaps are used. The gaskets, 

20 cabling, and connectors a.,-.'cial"d with Ihe devi~l: should he 
configured for operation within a Spent Fuel Pool and must 
otherwise meet all typical compatibility requirements and 
safety requirements (e.g., Foreign Material Exclusion, or 
FME, requirements in the fuel handling area) customary in 

25 nuclear power plants. 

fIG. 3 is J side view of the apparatus 20 of fiG. 1. fiG. 
3 illu.stratcs the fuel channel or housing 24, the assembly 
reaction support 26, the guide 28, tiltratton plpmg 32, 

3) refle<:tors 50. and an assembly mounting beam 52. The 
reflectors 50 are used to increase the amount of ultrasonic 
energy that is delivered to the fuel assembly. That is, the 
reflectors 50 operale [0 reflect ultrasonic energy inw the fuel 
assembly. TIlt: as.o;emhly mounting beams 52 are used to 

35 connect the transducer monnting plates 34 to the a'\semhly 
reactor supports 26. The assembly reactor supports 26 press 
against the wall 54 of a fuel pool where cleaning takes place, 
as discussed below. 

The hou..;ing 24, mounting plates 34, spacers 36. and 
.+/) reflectors SO may be formed of stainles.s steel. Other mate

rials may he used if they meet general safety and materials 
compatibility requirements typical for operating nuclear 
power plants. In particular, the selected material should be 
compatible for use in the fuel storage and handling areas of 

-l5 a plant, including the Spent Fuel Pool and Cask Loading Pit. 
Preferably, the interior suriaces of the housing 24 are 

electro-polished to reduce the opportunity for radioactive 
particles to deposit on these surfaces or lodge on pits or 
crevices in these surfaces. This enables the housing to be 

'<0� disassembled and shipped without personnel radiation expo
sure. Observe that the ultrasonic lral1S<lucers 22 can be used 
to dean Ihe housing 24. That is, the transducers 22 are 
activated when the housing 24 is empty to clean the walls of 
the housing 24 of deposits. 

55� FIG. 4 is a plan view of the ultrasonic deaning apparatus 
20. FIG. 4 clearly illustrates the following previously dis
closed components: the transducers 22, the housing 24, the 
transducer mounting plates 34. the transducer spacers 36, 
and the rellectors SO. The figure also illustrates housing 

60 spacers 60, which operate to allow ultrasonic energy to pass 
into the two sides of the apparatus that do not face transducer 
arrays. Each reflector 50 includes an interior reflector sur
face 56 and an outer surface 54 separated by an air gap 56. 
This configuration has proved to be particularly effective in 

6S� reflc.:ting the ultra:'onic energy. 
FIG. 4 also illustrates a fuel assembly 70 positioned 

within the hOllsing 24. TIle fuel assembly 70 iocludes 
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individual fuel rods 72. Deposits 74 are shown adhering to 
the fuel rods 72. Deposil~ of this type are removed in 
accordance with the invention. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a 17x17 fuel assembly 70. The housing 
24 may be conJigured to accept all designs of Light Water 
Reactor Fuel. Naturally, the housing may also be imple
mented for allemalt fuel sources. 

The apparatlls of FIGS. 1-4 provides bigh-energy-den.,ity 
ultrasonics to remove tightly adhereD! deposits from irradi
ated nuclear fuel assemblies. In particular. the transducers 22 
produce a power density and sonic field to penetrate into the 
center uf tbe fud bUDllIe 70 .so as to dean fud rod ('Iauding 
located there. The transducers 22 are installed (axes oriented 
horizontally) in vertical arrays along two sides of the fuel 
assembly (e.g., as shown in FIG. 1). FIG. 1 illustrates 
transducers 22 at the top of {he housing 24 because this 
correspontls tu the positiun of deposits in Illust Pn:s.suri:teu 
Water Reactor:o;. Naturally, the transducers 22 Illay he posi
tioned along the entire length uf the housing 24 ur at limited 
strategic locations. 

The fud rods within an a.....<;cmbly 70 typically number 
over 200 and arc arranged in a square pitch array (e.g.. 
17xI7). On a candidate assembly for deaning, the cladding 
housing the fuel pellet stack is covered with deposits. which 
are to be removed. For each vertical arrav of transducers. 
adjacent transducers are offset in the later~l direction, such 
that the nodes on one transducer (i.e., points undergoing 7.ero 
displacement for the excited mode shape) are aligned with 
the points "f maximum displacement Oil Ihe aujacenl trans
ducers ahove and below during system operation. In 
addition. each transducer is ollsct axiallv in this manncr 
from the one located on rhe oppositc '~ide of the fuel 
assembly. In other words. it is desirable :0 position the 
transducers for half wave offset (or multiples thereat) along 

10 

15 

:il 

:; 

.;J 

the axis of facing transducers. This positioning significantly 3, 
improves penetration of the tube bundle. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the apparatus of the invention 20 posi
tioned in a fuel pool 80. The apparatus 20 is mounted using 
the assembly reaction supports 26. A cable 82 may also be 
used to support the apparatus 20. The apparalU:; 20 has an 
as.."Ociated pump and filtration assembly 90. The assembly 
90 includes at least one pump 92 and a sel of filters 94. 
Preferably. a radiation sensor 96 is positioned at the entry 
point to the pump. 'lbe radiation sensor 96 is used to 
determine when the fuel assembly is clean. In particular. 
when the gamma activity at the sensor 96 drops to a baseline 
value, it is known that 00 more fuel deposit particles are 
being removed and therefore cleaning is complete. 

FIG. 5 also illustrates ancillary control equipment 100 
associated with embodiments of the invention. The equip
ment 100 may include uhrasonic power generators 102, 
pump and filtration control circuitry 106. and a filtration and 
dean-up system 1011. 

RGS. 6(a)-6(b) illustrate the positioning of a fuel assem
bly 70 into a simplified depiction of [he housing 24. The fuel 
assembly 70 is positioned through the use of a hoist 110. In 
FIG. 6(a) the fuel assembly 70 is within the housing 24. In 
FIG. 6(b) the fuel assembly 70 is partially removed from the 
housing 24. In FIG 6(c) the fuel assembly 70 is removed 
from the housing 24. The hoist 110 of FIGS. 6(a)--'(b) may 
be used in rhe system of FIG. 5 to insert and remove a fuel 
assembly 70 from the pool 80. The hoist 110 may also be 
used to reposition the fuel assembly 70 during ultrasonic 
cleaning, so as to clean different areas along the axial length 
of the fuel a....<;cmbly 70. 

Once a fuel assembly 70 is positioned within the housing 
24, nltrasonic cleaning commences. Successful results have: 

"1 

45 

50 

;5 

60 

5S 

6 
been achieved using omnidirectional radial ultrasonic waves 
operating al a frequency of between approximately 20 and 
30 kHz and a Iransducer power hetween 1,000 anu l r 'iOO 
Watts. As appreciated with reference to FlG. 5, the pump 92 
draws water through the fuel assembly, thereby flushing the 
deposits which arc removed by the ultrasonic energy pro
duced by the transducers 22. Providing a downward flow 
through the housing 24 eliminates the need for sealing the 
top of the housing 24. 

Preferably. the fuel assembly 70 is supported at all times 
by the boist 110 so Ihat the housing 24 Bevcr actually 
supports the weight of the fuel assembly 70 during the 
cleaning process. As previously disclosed, the transducers 
22 are mounted on the outside of the housing 24 such that 
the ultrasonic energy passes through the housing walls. 
Testing has demonstrated that the primary effect of the 
interve:ning housing walls is attenuatiun of the: lLlW

frequency portion of the: ultrasonic signal. TIle high
frequency portion of the ultrasonic signal (i.e .. frequencies 
greater than 10 kHz), responsible for the majority of the 
cieaning cfkctiveness. passes through a properly designed 
housing Wlth little attenuation. 

A typical cleaning sequence ill ;Iccordance with the inven
tion is a.'\ follows. The fuel hoist 110 pick:,> up a fuel 
assembly 70 from a fuel storage rack. Mobile machinery 
:lssociated with the hOlst 110 transports the fuel assembly 70 
to the pool 80 or some other cleaning :'>tation. Preferably, the 
fuel assembly 70 is Video taped as it is inserted into the 
housing 24. By way of example, FIG. 6(b) illustrates a 
camera UO positIOned at the top of housing 24 to video the 
fuel assembly 70. The transducers 22 are then energized. 
Preferahly. the hoist 110 is used to jog the assembly 70 up 
and then down. on two minute intervals (i.e.• up for two 
minutes. down for two minutes... ). Each jog excursion is 
preferably approximately several inches. 

Gamma radiation activity is mtlnitored with sensor 96. 
The water with radioactive fuel deposit particles is pumped 
by the pump 92 through the filters 94 and is then returned to 
the pool 80. The lotal radioactivity of the filters 94 is 
preferably monitored. Once the gamma activity at the sensor 
96 drops back to baseline, it is known that no more fuel 
deposit particles are being removed and therefore cleaning is 
complete. The typical cleaning sequence is between 7-10 
minutes. This stands is stark contrast 10 prior art chemical 
approaches that laS! for houts. The cleaning sequeoce time 
as.'\OCiated with the invention can he reduced by increasing 
the transducer power. Existing experimental evidence sug
gests that increased transducer power will not damage the 
fuel pellets. 

After cleaning, the fuel assembly 70 is removed from the 
housing 24. while being video taped. Video tape from before 
and after cleaning maybe studied to confirm the success of 
the process. 

111e hoist 110 then moves the fuel as.~mbly 70 tI.l the fuel 
storage rack. The cleaning system is now ready to accept the 
next fuel assembly 70 for cleaning. Observe that in the case 
of a strongly supported housing 24. a single hoist 110 may 
be used to load a set of ultrasonic cleaning devices 20. Such 
a configuration enhances overall throughput. 

'lbe technique of the invention was successfully demon
strated on 16 once-irradiated fuel assemblies that were 
processed in accordance with the invention during a refu
eling outage. The cleaned assemblies were then reloaded for 
subsequent irradiation in the reactor. The fuel assemblies 
were monitored for signs of degrading pellet integrity and 
for signs that fud deposits thaI cause Axial OtI:~et Anomaly 
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might not have been sufficiently cleaned off. The most 
serious stress to the pellets occurs during the reactor start-up 
ramp. There was no indication of adverse effects on the 
pellets during restart, and no adverse effects have been 
subsequently observed during continuous reactor operation. 
In addition, neutron flux maps indicate that the fuel deposits 
in the most critical areas under the assembly grids were 
sufficiently removed such that the assembly is performing 
like new fuel, without indication of anomalous flux depres
sions. 

In addition to demoll'ilratillg the effectiveness of the 
invention in the ficld, the invention has aL<;o successfully 
withstood a variety of laboratory tesL<;. In particular, a series 
of experiments was performed with samples of air-oxidized 
Zircaloy fuel cladding. In particular, a lahoratory mock-up 
of J. 17x17 fuel rod assembly was tested. The tests demon
strated no metallurgical damage to the cladding oxide as a 
result of extended exposure to the ultrasonic cleaning of the 
invention. Tills test indicates that the fuel cladding (the 
cylindrical metal wall containing the fuel pelillts that in 
combination constitute [be fuel rod) will not be affllcted 
adversely by exposure of the fulll assemblies to the ultra
sonic cleaning process. 

Thll ultrasonic cleaning technique of the invention can 
clean witbout imparting potentially damaging force on tbe 
fuel pdlets. TIle llllra.-;('nic waves llliliLed in accClrrlance 
with the invention do not penetrate Ihe gas gap Iypically 
found between the pellet and the intaior surface of the 
cladding. so that the only means of transmitting harmful 
vibrationalllnergy to the pllllel<; IS by motion of the cladding 
intenor surface agalDst the pllllelS. Expllrimental results 
demonstrate that the vibration Spllctrum of the cladding is 
comparablt: to tbe vibration spllL'trum experienced by the 
fuel during operation. That the harmful vibrations are 
bounded by lypical operating conditions in the reactor would 
not be expected tn hold tme for conventional ultrasonics. 
since the much higher energy input required to clean the 
interior rods ....ithin the fuel bundle could be expected to be 
harmful to the pdlets. 

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention 
may bll implemented in a variety of configurations. By way 
of example. additional 11mbodiments are shown in FIGS. 
7-10. 

FlG. 7 illustratllS the transducer 22 of the invention 
oriented at 45° 10 a vertical plane, rather than horizontally. 
as in the previous embodiments. The transducer 22 may be 
positioned within a mounting block 120 of a mounting 
bracket 122. By way of example, the apparatus of FIG. 7 
may be mounted at the top of the housing 24 of FIGS. 
6(1I}-6(C) In this 11mbodiment, the fuel assc:mbly 70 is raised 
and lowerlld pa.'it the transducllrs during the cleaning 
process, as shown in fIGS. 6(a}-6(c). 

It should he noted that the invention can hll impkmented 
with transducers on all four sides of a housing 24. Such 
embodimllnts include reflectors for each trat15ducer. 

FIG. 8(a) illustrates an embodiment of the invention in 
which transducers 22 are mounted on a housing 130 tbat is 
raised and lowered during the cleaning process, wbile tbe 
fuel assembly 70 remains stationary. 'Ibis embodiment of the 
invention demonstrates that the housing 130 need not sur
round thll fuel assembly. In the embodiment of FIGS. 1-5 
the housing 24 operates to protect tbe fuel, improve filtration 
and cooling, and contain the removed deposit<;. The housing 
may also operate to simply support thll ultrasonic 
transducers. as shown in FIG. Ra. 

The housing 130 of FIG. 8a is attached to a lift cable 132. 
A counter weight 134 i'> used to counter halance the weight 

of the bousing 130. The counter weight 134 is attached to a 
leveling cable 133. The lift cable 132 is moved by hoists 
136. which are positioned on a support heam 138. A hrake 
140 may he used to control the motion of the housing 130. 

FIG. 8(b) is a detailed illustration of the housing 130. In 
this embodiment, the housing 130 mounts the transducers 22 
in a guide 150, which ha.'i an as.'iOciatlld reflllctor 152. 

FIG. 9 illustrate,; a channel 160 for receiving an ultrasonic 
cleaning apparatus of the invention and an associated fuel 

I·) assembly. The channel 160 includes an intllgral pump 162 
and integral filter.> 164 and 166. TIlUS, in this emhodiment, 
a single integrated system provides hath the cleaning and 
filtration functions. Pilter 164 may be a coarse filter for 
internal circulation, while filt,r 166 may be a fine filter to 

15 exhaust to a fuel pool during tinal cillaning. Block 168 
illustrates that the finll filter 166 may be implemllnted 'vith 
a matrix ofplt:atlld filtllrs(e.g., ninll two inch pleated filters). 

FIGS. lo-U illustrate an cmbodim'nt of the invention for 
use ",ith Boiling Watllr Reactors. In parncular. FlG. 10 

:0� illustrates an apparatus for cleaning channeled fuelllSed in 
connection with Boiling Water Reactors without 
de-channeling thll fud assembly. FIG. 10 illustrates a hous
ing 200 wllleh supporls a set of vertically mounted trans
ducers 22. Although nol shown in FIG. 10. the transducers 

2.5� may span the entire ;lxial length of the housing 200. 

FIG. II is 1 top view of thll housing 200 taken along the 
hoe ll-ll of FIG. 10. FIG 11 illustrates tbe vertically 
mounted lransducers 22 surrounding a fud assemhly 202. 

,0 Preferahly, the housing 200 includlls a reflector 204. FIG. U 
illustrates a reflector 204. including an inner reflecting 
surface 206 and an outer surface 208. All air gap 210 is 
positioned blltween the inner relleL'ling 206 surface and thll 
outer surface 208. 

35 ·lbosc skilled in tbe art will appreCIate that tbe invention 
provides a time-efficient, effective. compact, low-.:ost tech
nique to remove deposits from nuclear fuel assemblies. Thll 
technique of the invention is extremely fast compared to 
prior art chemical approaches. 

...1 The invention also allows a fuel assembly to be cleaned 
without disassembling it. The tecbniqull of the invention 
does not produce adverse cladding displacllments that would 
oth~ise thn:alen [he physical integrity of i.rradialed fuel 
pellet... In other words, the invention can clean interior 

45 deposits in a fuel assembly without any consequence during 
the subsequent reactor re-start. . 

Another sigllificant bendit as.<;ociated with the invention 
relates to improved radiation management and reduced 
radiation exposure for plant personnel. The fuel deposit 

5'1 partlcles removed by the cleaning process are in fact tbe 
same radioactive material which. when distributed about the 
coolant loop as a result of thermal/hydraulic transients in the 
core, cause the most significant personnel does during 
outages. Thus. by cillaning tbe fuel and bottling up tbll 

55 radioactive particulate on filters, whicb themselves may be 
saft:ly stored in the fuel pool for long periods of timll (while 
their activity decays), one can achillve reductions in outage 
dose rate and personnel dose. Hence, fuel cleaning as a 
slrategy for dose ratll control and dose rate reduction is a 

50 viabill new metbod for reducing radiation management 
costs. 

The foregoing dllScription, for pUtpOSCs of explanation, 
used specific nomenclature to provide a thorough under
standing of the invention. Howllver, it will be apparllnt to 

65� ODC skilled in the art that the specific details are not required 
in order to practice the invention. In other instances. well 
known circuits and devices are shown in hlock diagrdm form 
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in order to avoid unnecessary distraction from the underly
ing invention. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of specific 
embodiments of the present invention arc presented tor 
purposes of illustration and description. They are not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise forms di"M.:losed, obviollsly many modification.. amI 
variati0l1'S are possible in view of the above leachings. TIlt: 

embodiments were chosen and dcscrihed in order to besl 
explain the principles of the invention and its practical 
applications. to thereby enable others skilled in tbe art to 
best utilize the invention and various embodiments witb 
various modifications as are suited to the particular use 
contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the invention 
be defined by the following claims and their equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1.� An apparatus fnr cleaning an irradialed nuclear fue] 

assembly, comprising: 
a hOllsing; and 
a plurality of ultrasonic transducers each capable of 

supplying radially emanating omnidirectional ultra
sonic energy waves positiolJl:d un said hOllsing to 
suJlply radially emanating omnidirectional ultrasonic 
energy that removes deposits from an irradiated nuclear 
fuel assembly positioned proximate to said housing. 

2. 'lbe apparatus 01' claim 1 wherein said plurality 01 
ultrasonic transducers are each configured to include a rod 
with a first end and a second end, a first piezoelectric 
transducer positioned at said first end and a second piezo
e1eetnc transducer positioned at said second end. 

3. TIll: apparatLL'S of claim 1 wherein ~aid pluralily of 
ultrasonic transducers have an as,'iO..:iated reHector including 
a first reflector surface, ,10 air gap, and an outer surface. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said plurality of 
ultrasonic transducers include a first transducer positioned to 
produce a tirst set of radially emanating omnidirectional 
ultrasonic energy waves with minimum displacement nodes 
at selective positions, and a second transducer positioned to 
produce a second set of radially emanating omnidirectional 
ultrasonic energy waves with maximum displacemenl nodes 
at saiJ selective nositiOll". 

S. The apparat~s of claim 1wherein said h,)using include... 
a first cnd with a guide to direct said nuclear fuel assembly 
into said housing. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said housing includes 
a second end with an aperture defining an emergency 
cooling hole. . 

7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said second end IS 

configured to receive filtration piping. 
8. The apparatus of claim 7 further comprising a pump 

connected to said filtration piping. 
9. The apparatus of claim 8 further comprising a filter 

connected to said pump. 
10. 'lbe apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a hoist to 

position said irradiated nuclear fuel assembly within said 
housing. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein said hoist 
re-positions said nuclear fuel assembly at a sequence of 
positions along the longitudinal axis of said h~llL'Sing while 
said plurality of ultrasonic transducers are actIVated. 

U. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said plurality of 
ultrasonic transducers comprises tour separate pluralities of 
ultrasonic transducers, wherein each of said four separate 
pluralities of ultrasonic transducers is positioned on a dif
ferent side of said housing. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12 wberein each of said 
plurality of ultrasonic transducers has a length defined by a 
pair of opposing ends, and wherein said plurality of ultra
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10 
sonic transducers in each of said four separate pluralities of 
ultrasonic transducers are positioned in a row such thai one 
of sail! opposing end.. of each of said ultrasonic Iransducers 
i.. adjacent at least one of said opposing end.. of another of 
said ultrasonic transducers. 

14. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said plurality of 
ultrasonic transducers comprises two separate pluralities of 
ultrasonic transducers positioned on opposing sides of said 
housing; 

wherein a node� of at least a first one of said ultrasonic 
transduct:rs of one of said two separate pluralities of 
ultrasonic transducers IS offset, relative to said housing, 
from a node of at least a tirst one of said ultrasonic 
transducers of the other of said two separate pluralities 
of ultrasonic transducers tbat is positioned approxi
mately across from said at least first one of said 
ultrasonic transducers of said onc of sa id [WO separatt: 
pluraliTies of ultrasonic transducers. . 

15. A method of cleaning an irradiated nuclear fuel 
assembly. said method comprising the steps of: 

positioning a nuclear fuel assembly adjacent TO a hOlLsing; 
and 

supplying radially emanating omnidirectional ultrasonic 
energy from transducers each capable 01 supplymg 
radiallv emanating omnidirectional ultrasoOlc energy 
waves'positioned on said housing to said nuclear fuel 
assembly 10 remove deposit'S frorn said nuclear fuel 
J.S...embly. 

16. The method of claim 15 wherein said supplying step 
mcludes the step of selectively rellectmg said radially ema
natmg omOJdirectional ultrasolllc energy withm said hous
ing. 

17. The metbod of claim 16 wherein said supplying step 
includes the step of supplying radially emanating omnidi
reclional ultrasonic energy witb a frequency between 
approximately 20 1030kHz at a lran:;ducer power berween 
1,000 and 1,500 Watts. 

18. The method of claim 15 further comprising the step of 
circulating a liquid through said housing during said sup
plying step. . . 

19. The metbod of claim 18 furtber comprlSmg the step of 
filtering said liquid. . . . 

20. The method of claim IS further compnsmg tbe step 01 
measuring radioaL1ive activity within said lKjuid. . 

21. The method of claim 20 further comprising the step ell 

stopping said supplying step when said radioactive activity 
drops to a predetermined level. . . . 

22. The method of claim IS furtber eompnsmg the step at 
re-positioning said nuclear fuel assembly. at a sequence. 01 
positions along the longitudinal axis of said housmg dunng 
said supplying step.� .. 

23. The method of claim 15 wherein said supplymg step 
includes the step of supplying a first set of radially e~anat. 

ing omnidirectional ultrasonic energy waves With ml11~lJm 

displacement nodes at selecti~e posit~o?S, a.nd supplymg.a 
second set of radially emanatmg omnlduecllonal ultraso~c 

enc:rgy waves with maximum displacement nodes at satd 
selective positions. 

24. An apparatus for cleaning an irradiated nuclear fuel 
00 assembly, comprising: 

a housing; 
it pluraliry of ultrasonil: lnnsducers. each capable of 

supplying radially emanating omnidirectional ultra
65 sonic energy waves; and 

wherein said plurality of ultrasonic transducers are posi. 
tioned substantially in a row along ;. side of said 
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bousing such tbal a nooe of. first one of said plurality 
of ultrasonic transducers. is offset. rclarivc to said 
bousing, from. node of a second one of said plurality 
of ultrason;, transducers tbat is adjacenl to s.id lirsl 
ODe. 

2.~. The app.rams of claim 24 wherein said pluralily of 
ultrasonic trau:sduccrs arc t:a.cb oonfigurl:o to include a rod. 
w'itb a first end and J SGCOud ~nd" a tina piezoelectric 
transducer positioned al said Ii"'t end and. second pien,
de"lric lransduc-cr positiooed al said second cnd. .J 

26. Tbe apparalus of claim 24 "'ueccin said pluralily of 
ultr:t.sonic transdllcers have an as.~i:lt~d ((n~ctor inclUding 
• first relleclor surfa"", an air gap. and an oulA:r surface. 

'!.7. TIle apparatus of dai.m 24 wtk:rcin '-lid node of said 
Iirst one of said plurality of ultra.sonic lran"<lucers is at • :; 
sdCCIt;d po~ition and a puint of wuimum <1.i.splacl:m~ut of 
said :!IoCcond oue of said pluraLty of ultrasonic tralL")C"iuccrs is 
po.Ciiiitioned at ~id ~l~cted (Xlsilion. 

28. 'lbe apparatus of claim 24 ..herein said pluralilY of 
ultr~.sonic trausduccI'S compri~s: :.'!] 

a lirsr plurality of llJlr3.SODic transduce'" positioned suh· 
~anlially in ~ ruw .sloog 3. first ,ide vi said nu using; 

a� second plurality of ultrasomc transduce", poslfioned 
suhstantially in a row along a second ,;jde of said 
huu~.i.ng lhat !~ OpposilC to ~ fir&l sid\:~ am.l :!5 

wi:acrcin at lease nne: (If ~Id rirq pJuu!ity of 1J1tra~nic 

lI;ansduc<fS i ... ptfsct in a din:l.:tion along its axi.... t"n)m at 
(~ast ODC of ~id ')C~··nDd plunlit)' of ultrasoni..: trallS~ 

duceni.� 31 
29. lbe apparalus c.f claim 24 ·.. herein Solid plurality of 

ultrasonic [r3nsduc~rs comprises four \C:parJ.(\:. pluralities of 
ultra.sonic rransctucer~ whc:rcm .:acb llf 5a,id four "Cparate 
pluralities uf ultrasonic l!1DSduc'Cr,; is J'O-,iuoned on a dif
f~renl side of Solid bou.smg. 35 

30. The apparams of claim 29 wherein each of said 
plurality of ultr..."nic transducer,; has. length defined hy • 
pair of oppo,ing euds, and wIlerein said plurality of ultra
sonic tr.nsduccrs in each of said four'scpar"e pluralities of 
ullra..onic transduce'" an: positioned in 1 mw su~h that one 
of ",id Op)lO.wg end<; of cadJ of 'lid ullrasonic transchlecrs 

12 
is adjacenl al least ,lOe of said opposing ends of anolher of 
said ultrasonic transdu'-"'Crs. 

31. An apparams for cleaning an irradialed nuclear fuel 
assemhly. comprising: 

a bousing; 
J plurality of ultrasonic tr:msducers. each ~3pable of 

supplying r:uliaUy emanaling omnidirt:o::lllInal ullra
sonic cucrgy wav,;;.~ ,and positioned l"ln said housingj, 
and 

whercin al� kast l'DC uf said plurality of ullrasonie trallS
ctucen; is configured to produ,-~ an ultraSl1nic pressure 
wave having 3. nock ~tnJcture approximately .:quiv3.1enr 
10 a spacing bclWtcu adja,cnl fud rOOs llf ~jd irradi
aled uuclear fuel assembly. 

32. The apparalus "I' daim 31 wherein said pluralily of 
ultrasonic Iraosdu,,'\:['5 arc each cowig;urctl lu illclud~ a rod 
wilb a firsl end .nd • second end. a first piezoelectric 
lran.'\ducer positioned .l said ,jrsl end and. s",:ond pie7A1
electri" transducer positioucd at said s«"ODd end. 

33. The appar.rns of clOlm 31 wherein said plurality of 
ultra.'iOoic traDsducers have an .ssocialed rellector including 
a tirst reflcctor ~3CC. an air ~ap, and J.Il oUler surfacc. 

34. The apparams of clOlm 31 wherein said node of said 
Iirsl ooe of said plurality of ultr:lsonic tran.o;duce", is at a 
selected position ilIld • poinl of maximum displaccment uf 
SAid second one of ~aJd pJurality of u1fr.'\.~)uic transducers is 
l,os;lione<l at said "'lecled position. 

JS. lbe apparatus llf claim 31 whaein Solid plurality of 
ultrasonic lTanWtlCC'" Jlmprises: 

a li"'t plurality "I' ultrason;" tran-'llu,e" p<"iti,'ned suh
!>lantial1y 10 a rllW .Iong • lirsl side of sil.id bo.."ing; 

a second plur.lily "i ultra""n;c tr.nsdue",", positioned 
suhstantiaJly in • row along a second side or said 
bousing tbal is opposile tll said IirS! side; and 

wherein� .1 Ie... one of said Iirst plurality of ultrasonic 
transducers is ott~r in a direction along its axi~ from at 
least one of s.aid SCL"OOO plurality of ~ltcasonic trans~ 
docers. 
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EPRI's Ultrasonic Fuel Cleaning Process 
Improves Fuel Utilization and Reduces Dose 
Rates in Nuclear Plants 

Palo Alto, Calif. - March 19, 2003 - A new ultrasonic 
nuclear fuel cleaning technology developed by EPRI removes 
deposits from reload fuel, allowing higher fuel utilization and 
reducing worker exposure rates. The process can also lower 
feed fuel costs and holds promise for additional saVings 
related to spent fuel inventory. 

Nuclear plant operators can use higher-enrichment fuel 
assemblies and longer burn-up cycles to increase megawatt
hour output from reactor cores. However, extended fuel duty 
can increase the bUildup of corrosion-product deposits, 
shifting the power profile toward the bottom of the core in 
the phenomenon known as axial offset anomaly (AOA). 
Severe cases of AOA can require derating of a plant late in 
the fuel cycle to maintain a safe shutdown margin. 

"Removing the corrosion products before reloading the fuel 
can reduce the risk of AOA in the subsequent fuel cycle, and 
the lowered corrosion product deposits will reduce the 
amount of activated material that would otherwise contribute 
to personnel radiation exposure," says EPRI's Paul Frattini, 
who co-invented the process and managed its initial 
development. The EPRI-patented method has been used 
successfully at AmerenUE's Callaway plant and at the South 
Texas Project Unit 2 pressurized-water-reactor plants. 

According to Ameren's Gail Gary, the core at the Callaway 
plant remained free of AOA throughout the fuel cycle for the 
first time in the eight most recent cycles after one fuel cycle 
in which all reload fuel was ultrasonically cleaned. 

http://www.epri.com/corporate/discover epriinews/2003releases/031903 fuelcleanhtml 3/31/03 
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"We are including the EPRI fuel cleaning process in an 
aggressive program of AOA mitigation," Gary said. "We 
expect to be able to eliminate a 4°F average core 
temperature reduction imposed earlier as a precaution to 
minimize AOA." Each degree of recovered core temperature 
restores approximately 4.5 MW of generating capacity over a 
fuel cycle. 

While AOA has not been a problem for the South Texas 
Project, the utility purchased ultrasonic fuel cleaners for each 
of its two units as a proactive measure for corrosion product 
control after replacing steam generators and uprating both 
units. All reload fuel for the Unit 2 reactor was cleaned in 
October 2002. Reload fuel for Unit 1 will be cleaned in April 
2003. STP calculates that the fuel cleaning will allow higher 
fuel utilization and achieve the benefits of lowered worker 
dose rates. 

"STP will save over $1 million per core in fuel costs because 
each core can be loaded with four fewer feed assemblies," 
said Dave Hoppes, STP fuel engineering supervisor. Hoppes 
projects an added savings of $250,000 per cycle in present
value dollars as a result of reduced spent fuel inventory and 
related handling, storage, and disposal costs. He adds that 
preliminary results promise reduced in-plant radiation levels, 
producing significant additional long-term dollar benefits. 

For more information on the ultrasonic fuel cleaning process, 
contact Paul Frattini, at 650-855-2027 or pfrattin@eprLcom. 

EPRI, headquartered in Palo Alto, Calif., was established in 
1973 as a non-profit center for public interest energy and 
environmental research. EPRI's collaborative science and 
technology development program now spans nearly every 
area of power generation, delivery and use. More than 1,000 
energy organizations and public institutions in 40 countries 
draw on EPRI's global network of technical and business 
expertise. 

Contact 
Christine Hopf-Lovette, EPRI 
Tel: 650-855-2733 
Email: chopf@eprLcom 

EPRI. Electrifying the World 

http://www.epn.com/corporate/discover_epri/news/2003releases/031903_fuelclean.html 3/31/03 
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Ultrasonic Fuel Cleaning Improves Utilizatio 
Rates 

A new ultrasonic nuclear fuel cleaning technolo 
removes deposits from reload fuel, allowing hig 
reducing worker exposure rates. The process c 
costs and holds promise for additional savings 
inventory. 

,� Nuclear plant operators can use higher-enrich 
and longer bum-up cycles to increase megawat 
reactor cores. However, extended fuel duty can 
of corrosion-product deposits, shifting the powe 
bottom of the core in the phenomenon known a 
(AOA). Severe cases of AOA can require derati 
the fuel cycle to maintain a safe shutdown mar 

"Removing the corrosion products before reloa 
reduce the risk of AOA in the subsequent fuel c 
corrosion product deposits will reduce the amo 
material that would otherwise contribute to pers 

exposure,' says EPRl's Paul Frattini, who co-invented the process and managed its i 

The EPRI-patented method has been used successfully at AmerenUE's Callaway pia 
Texas Project pressurized-water-reactor plants. According to Ameren's Gail Gary, th 
plant remained free of AOA throughout the fuel cycle for the first time in the eight mo 
one fuel cycle in which all reload fuel was ultrasonically cleaned. 

"We are including the EPRI fuel cleaning process in an aggressive program of AOA 
"We expect to be able to eliminate a 4°F average core temperature reduction impos 
precaution to minimize AOA.· Each degree of recovered core temperature restores a 
of generating capacity over a fuel cycle. 

While AOA has not been a problem for the South Texas Project, the utility purchase 
cleaners for each of its two units as a proactive measure for corrosion product contro 
generators and uprating both units. All reload fuel for the Unit 2 reactor was cleaned i 
Reload fuel for Unit 1 will be cleaned in April 2003. STP calculates that the fuel clea 
fuel utilization and achieve the benefits of lowered worker dose rates. 

"STP will save over $1 million per core in fuel costs because each core can be load 
assemblies,n said Dave Hoppes, STP fuel engineering supervisor. Hoppes projects a 
$250,000 per cycle in present-value dollars as a result of reduced spent fuel inventor 
handling, storage, and disposal costs. He adds that preliminary results promise reduc 
levels, producing significant additional long-term dollar benefits. 

For more information, contact Paul Frattini, pfrattin@epri.com, 650-855-2027. 
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Photo: Ultrasonic cleaning system in preparation for installation in the South Texas P 
fuel pool. Courtesy South Texas Project 
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